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Season 36, Episode 188
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09.22.99 - Wednesday



Helena's trick works like a charm on Laura, who comes running back to Port Charles for an urgent chat with her son. After entreating Nikolas not to fall for his former lover's manipulations, Laura is appalled to learn that he's asked Katherine to marry him. Meanwhile, still unaware that Helena has made a complete recovery, Katherine crows to her 'mentor' about how she plans to fake a miscarriage after wedding Nikolas. Mike confides to Jason why Sonny resents him for saving his life on the night Lily died. Carly again warns her mother that Hannah is up to no good but Bobbie turns a deaf ear to the same old song. Jax assures a worried Chloe that his preoccupation is simply a delayed reaction to his brother's health crisis.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
22 September 1999, 00:00
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